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Abstract
Experienced members of online communities use
discussion to familiarize newcomers with norms. These
members use imperatives, a kind of directive speech
act, to suggest a course of action. A method for
automatically recognizing such imperatives is
described here. The recognition performance of the
algorithm is compared to that of human readers. In
addition, to test and illustrate the technique, the
imperatives in a sample of Wikipedia deletion
discussions are extracted, analyzed, and discussed. The
method may be used not only to understand a
community’s culture and practices but also to elicit
information that is beneficial to the community’s
newcomers.

1. Introduction
The retention of newcomers is decreasing in open
source communities [18, 49]. It may be that as
communities evolve, they create barriers to entry [19].
One such barrier is the cumulated community norms
and practices. While experienced members are familiar
with them, new members may find it challenging to
absorb and apply them. Typically, newcomers of a
community of practice learn norms and practices by
participating in the community’s activities, and in
particular by observing and interacting with members
that are more experienced. While learning by
observing is common in real world activities [38], it
can be problematic in online communities because of
the lack of face-to-face interaction. It is especially
challenging for newcomers who may not be able to
identify easily who the experienced members are.
On the other hand, the more experienced members
offer advice in order to help newcomers behave
properly, and these suggestions are often available in
the communication record in the online environment.
Therefore, one approach to address the barrier of
community’s continued productivity is to extract
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information about these suggestions from the
communication record and present it to newcomers to
accelerate their learning.
We explored the potential of this approach in the
context of Wikipedia community, focusing on its
Article for Deletion (AfD) discussions. Wikipedia is an
online community in which members strive for
offering an online encyclopedia through open online
collaboration. To ensure the quality of its articles,
Wikipedia has established a community practice to
examine and delete the articles that are not appropriate
to be included. Essentially, if the inclusion of an article
is doubted by the community, an online discussion
called “Article for Deletion” (AfD) is hold for a period
of time (often 7 – 10 days) to determine how to handle
the article. During this period, any user can participate
in the discussion by offering his/her opinion (e.g., to
keep the article) and providing the corresponding
rationale, i.e., the justification of his/her opinion.
Wikipedia’s AfD policy requires that the final decision
about the article be made based on the rationales as
opposed to the number of votes for each opinion. In
general, the community has about 50 to 80 AfD
discussions per day. In Wikipedia, these AfD
discussions are organized according to the date the
discussions were started.
An example AfD discussion page can be found by
following this link:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Articles_for_d
eletion/Log/2017_May_20.
We analyze the AfD discussions for two reasons.
First, prior studies demonstrate the necessity of
understanding the community’s practices in AfD
discussion context. For example, Schneider, Samp,
Passant, and Decker [40] found that while experienced
members are familiar with Wikipedia policies and the
community’s practices in these deletion discussions,
newcomers often do not behave properly by taking
their personal emotion to discussion and being
confused about the policy of deletion. Second, it has
been shown that AfD discussions are rational and
reflect the community’s vision on encyclopedia
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articles, and experienced Wikipedians offer
suggestions to each other [50]. Our preliminary
analysis of AfD discussion data also shows that
members do offer suggestions to others. In some cases,
the suggestions take the form of polite advice; in other
cases, they are so strong they can be considered direct
requests. In this paper, we will use the phrase
suggestions and requests to represent these related
attempts to shape the behavior of the newcomers. For
example, consider the following quotes from AfD
discussions:
1. Add the information, and please give us some
information so we can judge these sources.
2. Let’s avoid compounding the BLP issues caused
by the existence of this article, in violation of
notability and Blp policies, by having it snowdeleted post-haste.
3. You must first discuss the matter there, and you
need to be specific.
4. Perhaps time would be better spent adding more
and improving the article rather than just
arguing here.
5. Instead of complaining, how about finding such
content and improving the article?
As shown in these examples, these suggestions and
requests from AfD participants influence various
aspects of the discussions: how to judge the content of
the article (the first example), how to behave in
discussions (the fourth example), and how to justify or
argue (the third example). This implies that extracting
and organizing these patterns have the potential of
helping the newcomers. For example, with this
extracted knowledge, one may build a Q&A page or a
recommender system based on the AfD community
practices.
From the language use perspective, such
suggestions and requests are often made in the form of
directives. A directive is a speech act in which the
speaker’s intention is to get the hearer to do something
[41]. The form of directives varies according to the
context. As one of the six types of directives,
imperatives asks or advises someone to do or not to do
something [15]. In most cases, the predicate in an
imperative is an action verb, and the subject is secondperson (you), and is often omitted: see the first
example above. Sometimes, as in the fourth example,
words of politeness and adverbial modifiers of the verb
are included. This is in contrast to the more direct
request illustrated by the third example.
We extracted and analyzed the imperative
statements from 4,593 discussions using a
computational technique described in [30]. Our
hypothesis was that imperatives are likely to point to
knowledge that will help newcomers understand the
community’s norms and practices in these discussions.

Our analysis of the extracted imperatives confirmed
this hypothesis.
The remainder of the paper organized as follows.
We first review the related studies on helping
newcomers in online communities and specifically in
Wikipedia. During the review process, we found that
while various approaches have been explored to help
newcomers, the potential of imperative recognition as a
means to extract knowledge had not yet been
investigated. After summarizing past relevant studies,
we explain our research methodology. We describe our
dataset, provide a brief review of the computational
technique we use to extract the imperatives, and outline
our content analysis process. We then present our
analysis results and conclude with implications for
helping online newcomers.

2. Background
2.1. Helping
Communities

Newcomers

in

the

Online

The importance of attracting, sustaining, and
growing the newcomer population in communities is
well documented [21, 25, 26, 29, 37]. Scholars have
explored the factors that affect newcomers’ returning
behavior, such as
• the community’s replies to the newcomers’ posts
[23, 42],
• the use of socialization tactics in the communities
[10],
• the motivational factor [8,12, 28, 33, 34, 36], and
• the norms the newcomers are expected to accept
in order to be part of the community [43].
Using a machine learning approach, Burke, Joyce,
Kim, Anand, and Kraut [5] analyzed about 41,000
messages from Usenet newsgroups. They identified the
rhetorical strategies in the users’ introduction or
request posts that increased the likelihood of getting
replies from the online community. Posters whose
introduction or request made a reference to their
lurking behavior in the community or their personal
connection to the topic of discussion were more likely
to get a reply. Their later analysis [6] also identified the
newcomers’ rhetorical strategies which could help
them had better interact with the online communities.
Online communities face challenges relating to the
recruitment and retention of newcomers [8, 26, 28, 33,
34]. After joining the online community, newcomers
spend time, intentionally or unintentionally, on
learning about the norms and practices accepted by the
community. Kiesler, Kraut, Resnick, and Kittur [24]
suggested that there are three ways in which people
learn the norms of a community: observing other
community
members’
behaviors
and
their
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consequences, reading or referring to the instructive
generalizations or codes of conduct (in this case, the
Wikipedia policy pages), and behaving and receiving
feedback directly from the community.
During this period, the community may apply
various tactics to help newcomers get familiar with the
community’s norms [7, 16, 32]. For example,
MoodBar was introduced to Wikipedia for eliciting
newcomers’ editing experiences. With the MoodBar,
editors choose an emoticon that represents their mood
at the moment (e.g., a smiley face) and submit this as
their feedback along with their explanation. Morgan
and his colleagues [32] designed a Teahouse support
space that offers newcomer-friendly features such as
monitoring new editors’ activities to offer support
earlier than later and providing social Q&A to facilitate
positive interactions between newcomers and
experienced editors. Ciampaglia and Taraborelli [11]
studied whether and how the use of MoodBar had an
impact on the long-term retention of Wikipedia
newcomers. Examining how MoodBar was used and
by whom, the authors found out the usage of this
feature was strongly correlated with the users’ level of
contribution. With the longitudinal usage data and the
comparison to those who did not use MoodBar, the
authors discovered that this feature had a positive
effect on the long-term retention of the studied
Wikipedia newcomers.
Besides soliciting feedback from the newcomers
such as with MoodBar, making the members’
normative behavior visible to the whole community is
also beneficial because it helps newcomers learn. This
can be accomplished by publicly displaying and
contrasting appropriate and inappropriate behavior, and
by publicly displaying feedback. Other researchers
have suggested the use of innovative visualization
techniques to help newcomers get familiar with the
community context [20, 47].

2. 2. Wikipedia Discussions
Wikipedia is considered to be one of the most
successful collaborative information repositories. A
large group of volunteers collaboratively participate in
building and maintaining the encyclopedia, which
includes the processes of creation, editing, deletion,
etc. Wikipedia discussions have been studied widely
from various perspectives. Wikipedia quality
discussions offer a useful resource for studying
information quality topics because the assessments of
quality are closely connected to the artifacts being
judged, and these assessments are recorded and
available for analysis [44]. Geiger and Ford [17]
showed that often the articles deleted because they did
not fit the norms of a Wikipedia article as judged by

Wikipedians. Geiger and Ford’s study discusses the
importance of being familiar with the Wikipedia
community’s values, norms, and practices in deciding
whether the discussed article should be deleted. Using
the Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW),
Laniado, Kaltenbrunner, Castillo, & Morell [27]
analyzed the emotions expressed by the Wikipedia
editors in talk page discussions.
Different research methods have been employed to
study the norms and practices in Wikipedia discussions
(e.g., [13, 14, 51]). Factor analysis of word usage has
been applied to Wikipedia discussions [14]. Cho,
Chen, and Chung [9] surveyed 223 Wikipedians to
explore people’s motivation and practices in
collaborative
knowledge-building
activities
in
Wikipedia context. To study the effects of anonymity
on the groupthink behavior in online collective
activities, Tsikerdekis [45] also used a survey method
and randomly selected Wikipedians from the Englishlanguage Wikipedia community. Interested in
understanding how Wikipedians manage task-related
conflicts and how these conflicts affect the
performance, Arazy, Yeo, and Nov [1] used a
traditional manual content analysis approach to study
the Wikipedia articles’ talk page discussions. Xiao and
Askin [50] analyzed the AfD discussion content
through an open-coding process, and examined the
correlation relationships between various discussion
aspects, including the types of the votes, the discussion
situation and the discussion outcome.
Computational techniques have been developed to
analyze participants’ behavior and practices in
Wikipedia discussions. Alignment moves and authority
claims were annotated in 365 discussions from
Wikipedia talk pages [3]. The authors defined a “social
act” that is “a communicative move aimed at social
positioning of a discussant within a group of
participants, which may be specialized dialog acts”
([3], p.48). In their work, an authority claim is a
statement made by discussants in order to bolstering
their credibility in the discussion. Computational
techniques have been used to identify different types of
authority claims in the discussions [31]. Rosenthal and
McKeown [39] used a machine learning approach to
detect opinionated claims in online discussions.
Opinionated claims are those that come with the
speaker’s intention to convince others to believe or
accept them. Often such claims come with rationales
[4]. Their annotation results show that Wikipedia talk
page discussions are rich in opinionated claims,
suggesting that Wikipedia Talk Page discussions are
good places to find rationales.
A speech act is a performative utterance in
communication [2]. According to speech act theory, a
speaker might be performing any or all of the
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following three acts when speaking: a locutionary act,
an illocutionary act, and a perlocutionary act. A
locutionary act is the act of uttering words, phrases or
clauses that conveys literal meaning by means of a
lexicon, syntax and phonology. An illocutionary act is
the act of expressing the speaker’s intention. A
perlocutionary act is the act performed by or resulting
from saying something. It is the consequence of, or the
change brought about by the utterance. Here is an
example that shows how these three acts are conveyed
in a text. The statement “Follow the guideline” is a
locutionary act by itself. The speaker’s intention is to
ask the listener to do something, i.e., to follow the
guideline. If the listener did follow the guideline after
this statement, then the perlocutionary act was
successful such that speaker succeeded in persuading
the listener to follow the guideline.
In speech act theory, the illocutionary act is the
most central part among the three acts. Speech act
theory has been utilized in an analysis of Wikipedia
project discussions [35]. Our preliminary analysis of
AfD discussion data also suggests that offering
suggestions and advice in this context is often
associated with one type of illocutionary speech act,
namely, imperatives. However, we are not aware of
any prior study that explored the potential of extracting
these imperatives statements from the AfD discussion
content to help newcomers learn about the
communities’ practices and norms. Our research
questions are then: Through the use of imperative
statements, what kind of requests or suggestions do
participants make to the others in Wikipedia’s AfD
discussions? Do they reveal communities’ practices
and norms thus potentially useful to newcomers?

3. Research methodology
3.1. The Imperative Detection Tool
To understand the types of requests made in the
AfD discussions in general through the participants’
imperative comments, being able to extract and
analyze imperatives from many discussions is
necessary. We chose one week of the Wikipedia AfD
discussions for each month of 2013, that is, 84 days of
AfD discussion pages. This gave us 4,593 discussions
in total. On the other hand, it is a daunting task to
annotate manually imperatives from thousands of
discussions.
For example, just one day’s AfD discussions on
May 2 2013, had 54 AfD discussions and over 30,000
words
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Articles_for_
deletion/Log/2013_May_2).

To address this issue, we used a tool that
automatically detects and extracts imperative
statements from Wikipedia AfD discussions, described
by [30]. This tool used two basic signals of an
imperative: 1) the sentence has a verb (in its base form)
as the root in the phrase structure and this particular
verb has no subject child in the dependency structure,
or 2) the personal pronoun or noun (e.g., you, they,
username) is followed by a modal verb (e.g., should,
must). Mao, Mercer, and Xiao [30] evaluated this
technique with human annotations and achieved
precision of 0.8447 and recall of 0.7337. The F1
measure is 0.7874. With this tool, we were able to
extract 2,768 imperative statements from these 4,593
discussions.

3.2. Data Cleaning
We analyzed the extracted 2,768 statements from
the imperative detection tool with the goal of
discarding those that were either not imperatives (i.e.,
the false positives) or not useful for the goal of the
imperative analysis. A research assistant (RA), a
Master’s student in Library & Information Science,
was recruited for the data analysis. At the beginning,
the first author and the research assistant reviewed one
day of the extracted imperatives independently and
discussed their results through face-to-face meetings.
The two then formalized a scheme to help filter the
statements from the corpus. The RA re-analyzed the
selected imperatives using this scheme and discussed
the results with the first author. The two reached
agreement and reviewed the rest of the corpus
independently. Of the extracted 2,768 statements by
the tool, the first author and the RA identified 1,291
and 1,272 imperatives respectively. The first author
compared these analysis results and finalized the data
set for further analysis (N = 1, 272 statements).
A closer examination of the discarded statements
shows that about 6.5% of them were the ones that were
incorrectly detected due to the implicit subject feature
(e.g., I, it). That is, the detection algorithm finds
statements where I or It has been dropped, but not all
of such statements are imperatives. About 8.9% of the
statements were imperative but did not contain
decontextualized knowledge. Examples of such
statements are Come on here, Listen, Go ahead. They
are imperatives about the conversation itself rather than
about plans for action that are related to editing. In
addition, some of these statements are duplicates of the
useful imperatives of the analysis. For example, in the
AfD discussion page on July 6, 2013, the user
Irānshahr offered his/her identical comment “Quote the
references to show that …” in two places in the
discussions. The imperative tool extracted the sentence
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twice but in our review, the duplicate was discarded.
Another example is in the AfD discussion page on July
7, 2013 - the original statement “Let’s not feed the
trolls and delete this” appeared again as a direct quote
in another user’s comment.
About 3% of the detected imperatives (N = 84
statements) were those that are not constructive to the
process of helping newcomers. They may be insults,
sarcastic or incendiary remarks and other similar
sentences that were made to, seemingly, derail the
discussion. Examples are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use some damn common sense
If you like Wikinews so much, go write there
instead
Please explain ...
You explain yourself, you miscreant!!
He's notable, do a little research before I set you
up with Manti's girlfriend!
Read the damn intro, Hammer.

Besides those incorrectly detected imperatives due
to the existence of the implicit subject, the first author
and RA identified 884 of 2,768 statements (31.9%) as
non-imperatives. So overall, the tool performed worse
in the imperative recognition of the 4,593 discussions
than in the evaluation task described in the previous
section. We identified three reasons for this:
1. The more severe impact of parser mistakes in
the larger dataset
Although this issue was noticed in the evaluation
task, it was less severe given the smaller amount of
discussion data. In this larger dataset, such mistakes
happen more frequently, and the same mistake
occurred multiple times as well. For example, the nonEnglish phrases like ISBN and Erpert, which appeared
multiple times in the dataset, were incorrectly detected
each time thus dropping the performance level quite
significantly. In addition, automated comments in the
AfD discussions tended to be detected, and these
appeared multiple times. For example, the incorrectly
detected comment generated by the cyberbot “Automated comment: This AfD was not correctly
transcluded to the log (step 3). I have transcluded it to
…” – appeared 10, 4, 7, and 6 times in the AfD
discussions of December 1st, 2nd, 4th, and 6th
respectively.
2. The more varied text use in the larger dataset
Although the AfD discussion participants tend to
follow certain formatting practices such as offering
their votes first (e.g., Keep, Delete, Redirect, …) and
then provide their rationales, this is not always the
case. The larger dataset showed more variation in the
writing and formatting styles than the one-day

discussion in the evaluation task. In other words, the
unstructured text environment made the tool more
prone to error given a larger dataset.
3.

The lack of function to detect a special kind of
commissive act
Although the dataset examined here is not
particularly large, the above two reasons already
demonstrate the challenges of eliciting knowledge
from a large amount of online user-generated data. The
third reason is related to the function of the tool. As
described in the literature review section, the
commissive acts commit the speaker herself to some
future course of action. Therefore, a statement like Let
me be as straightforward as possible: If there are no
better sources then the software is simply not notable,
at least not yet is a commissive act. On the other hand,
a statement like Let me know if you need more help is a
request in the form of an imperative. Our tool is not
able to distinguish these two situations at this stage,
which results in some incorrect detection.
These issues may be useful clues for developing
better techniques to extract speech acts. Recognizing
speech acts with a high degree of accuracy will require
techniques that go well beyond typical bag-of-words
natural language processing methods.

3.3. Data analysis
To examine the usefulness of the imperatives in
eliciting knowledge about the community's common
practice that might be useful for newcomers, we further
analyzed the selected 1,272 imperatives and identified
five types of suggestions/requests made in the
imperatives through an open and iterative coding
process. Specifically, the first author and the RA
analyzed a small subset of the data independently, and
then discussed and identified together the types of
categories. The RA next analyzed the 1,272
imperatives based on this. The first author then
reviewed his analysis results and agreed on the coding
of 1,106 statements (about 87% of agreement
measure). In the cases where the disagreement
occurred, the first author analyzed the statements a few
more times until she was certain about the analysis.

4. Results
4.1. What Types of Requests or Suggestions are
in these Imperatives?
Through our open and iterative coding, we
identified five types of requests or suggestions in the
imperatives as follows:
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1. Article Content Request/Suggestion
This type of imperatives suggest a course of action
on how to treat or manage the content of the article
being discussed. They are specific to the article being
considered, thus not generalizable to other article for
deletion cases. Examples are: 1). Go ahead and bundle
that article in if you'd like, and see "Income in the
United States" template at the top right-hand corner of
that article for more; and 2). In cases where this may
be necessary, (e.g. Nationwide opinion polling for the
United States presidential election, 2012), consider
using tables to enhance the readability of lengthy data
lists.
2. Wikipedia Technical Request/Suggestion
Imperatives suggest Wikipedia technical actions in
some situations. Wikipedia has a list of technical
actions available about how to treat the article
proposed to be deleted, such as how to merge it with
another article, how to move it to a different place, etc.
Compared to the imperatives in the above category,
these imperatives’ suggestions are about what to do
with the support structures around the article, not its
content. Example imperatives in this type are: 1).
Summarize, merge, and redirect to 2012 Burgas bus
bombing; and 2). Try clicking ` Refresh ' after you get
that error.
3.

Discussion Norm or Practice
Request/Suggestion
The imperative statements in this type are about
instructing or articulating the community’s behavioral
norms or practices in the discussion context. Following
are the example imperatives: 1). Incidentally, at the
risk of being a stickler for language please note that
this is not a vote but a discussion; 2). Please, only
explain with arguments your point of view; 3). Please
allow admins as much time as possible to review; and
4).Take it to "WP:ANI" If you have a problem with my
editing patterns, there are more appropriate forums
than this.
4. Reference Suggestion
This type of imperative statements refers the
readers to a reference point. The reference point could
be Wikipedia (Non-Policy) Content, Wikipedia
policies, or information outside of the Wikipedia web
site. The examples we selected for this category are: 1).
Check the Dutch or French versions of the page and
you will find them; 2). See, for example, Rabindranath
Tagore and Rabindra Sangeet; 3) Please consider
studying Wikipedia:Arguments to avoid in deletion
discussions, especially its "Denying the antecedent"

section; and 4). Please see Wikipedia:Notability _
(organizations_and_companies) #Primary _ criteria.
5.

Suggestions on Reasoning/Evaluation
Perspectives
This type of imperatives are those that make
suggestions or requests on others’ reasoning processes
in the article evaluation. A common scenario in these
imperatives is that a participant asks others to consider
or reconsider aspects of an article other than its content
when evaluating the article. She may present an
alternative viewpoint or request the others to weigh an
abstract concept (e.g., the background of the main
editor of the article). Example imperatives in this type
are: 1). Let's not forget that newspapers are a for-profit
enterprise, as are the vast majority of news sources; 2).
Remember, we both agreed that after cutting needless
plot summary, the article would only amount to a stub;
3). Let's not pull the trigger so fast; and 4). Please
provide evidence that this is the case.
It is worth noting that these categories are not
necessarily mutually exclusive with respect to the other
categories. For example, the statement Take it to
WP:ANI If you have a problem with my editing
patterns, there are more appropriate forums than this
is coded as an imperative that reflects the community’s
practice (type 3) as well as one in the category 4 since
it referred to a Wikipedia policy. Another example is
the statement Please note that this article was a new
editor's first contribution and welcome them
accordingly. We considered that this statement not
only suggested another way to consider/evaluate the
article (type 5) but also revealed a norm in this
discussion space (type 3).
Table 1 presents the analysis results.
Table 1. Types of Suggestions in the Selected
Imperatives and Their Percentages
Number of
Imperatives
Type
(Percentage)
1. Article Content
196 (15.4%)
Request/Suggestion

2. Wikipedia
Technical
Request/Suggestion

165 (13.0%)

3. Discussion Norm or
Practice
Request/Suggestion

150 (11.8%)

4. Reference
Suggestion

364 (28.6%)
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Referring to different
places Including:
• 156 (12.3%)
Wikipedia policies
• 145 (11.4%)
Wikipedia nonpolicy content
• 63 (5.0%) nonWikipedia content)

5. Suggestions on
Reasoning/Evaluati
on Perspectives

397 (31.2%)

4.2. Are these Imperative Statements
Potentially Useful to Newcomers? How?
Newcomers in AfD discussions are often not
familiar with the evaluation criteria and process, and
are often also new editors of Wikipedia articles [40].
We expect that type 5 imperatives will be useful to
them. Type 5 imperatives are the most common
suggestions/requests in our data accounting for 31.2%
of the imperatives. These imperatives often evaluate
the articles at a higher level or may function as a
reflection trigger in the process. Besides the examples
listed in 5.1., we list a few additional examples below
to illustrate this point:
• Please comment on notability of article
• Please read both articles thoroughly
• Think about this article in that context
• If some big name academic sources or news
agencies start talking about this society, leave
me a note and I can see about helping you turn
it into an article
We see these “reflection triggers” as offering high
level guidelines on how to evaluate articles and some
are on how to write a Wikipedia article like the last
imperative example above.
Type 3 imperatives are also useful to the
newcomers. They take about 11.8% of the selected
data. The examples shown above for this type reveal
the practices and norms on how to phrase or pitch
one’s perspectives in the discussion forum. They can
also be about how to format messages in this
discussion forum, such as the following:
First and foremost, stick to standard message
formatting, so that others can contribute without
disruption
Again, if you want to comment further, use the word
"comment" in bold
Make your stance in “bold text”!
Some are related to the commonly expected
behavior in the AfD discussions, like:

If a particular source is relevant to two aspects,
then list it under both - the second can be a short-form
cite, as we already use widely
Please discuss the content, not the contributor; and
Make some valid arguments before deleting massive
amounts of content.
Type 4 imperatives show that Wikipedia policies
were referred to frequently (12.3%). This is consistent
with previous studies. For example, Viégas,
Wattenberg, Kriss, and Van Ham’s study [48] shows
that the Wikipedia editors support strategic planning of
edits and enforcement of standard guidelines and
conventions in the community. In their analysis of the
Wikipedia talk page discussions, the authors classified
11 types of posts among which one was the reference
to Wikipedia policies and guidelines. They found about
7.9% of the posts were references to the Wikipedia
guidelines.
Often when the participants mentioned Wikipedia
policies, they used them to justify their viewpoints or
refute the others’ argument. It may help the newcomers
better orient themselves in the AfD discussions if they
know which policies are usually suggested. So, one
next step from an imperative extraction tool such as the
one used in this study is to create a list of frequently
mentioned Wikipedia policies in the extracted
imperatives and make the list easily accessible in AfD
discussion forum environment so newcomers may refer
to it as a quick reference.
Although we expected type 2 imperatives to be very
useful in helping newcomers become familiar with
various technical issues of handling the articles, we
found instead that these statements are mainly about
merging or redirecting articles. In addition, as type 1
imperatives are suggestions specific to the individual
articles, it would probably be more useful if we present
them along with the pointers to the articles and their
editing history as cases for newcomers to study.
In summary, our analysis of the imperative
statements suggest that extracting and creating a
repository of the data pointed to by these imperatives
from the AfD discussions may help future newcomers
discover common dos and don’ts articulated by the
community, and hopefully avoid common mistakes.
Even the derailing imperatives reveal the don’ts or
dislikes of the community.

5. Discussion
Our approach contributes to the research on
engaging and helping newcomers familiarize
themselves with an online community’s practices. We
are suggesting a new direction. The existing focus has
been on the design of socialization tactics in online
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communities, based on theories from the field of
organizational studies [22, 46]. These studies take Lave
and Wenger’s [29] perspective on communities of
practice (CoP), and explore ways to increase
interactions between the newcomers and more
experienced members. Our study suggests that
leveraging the social footprints left from the previous
interactions in these online environments may be
productive. Specifically, it is possible to use automated
tools to extract knowledge about the community norms
and practices. This knowledge could then be presented
to newcomers at the appropriate time.
One way of leveraging this knowledge is to run the
imperative detection feature on an AfD discuss page
and highlight the detected imperatives in the text.
Highlighting the imperatives in the discussion text not
only helps users become aware of the discussed dos
and don’ts in the discussions of the day but also helps
preserve and emphasize the discussion context. This
design is appropriate when the user is at a specific AfD
discussion page.
Another idea is to offer an imperative repository
based on all the AfD discussions in the past, a database
can be designed to maintain the relationship between
the detected imperatives and the associated contextual
data including the references to the articles, the
participants and their status in the community, the
discussion text, and the locations of the imperatives.
This new direction to support newcomers in online
communities can be applied to contexts other than
Wikipedia. In online crowd activities, often users can
choose when to join and when to leave and the
participation is at a much larger scale than a small
group activity. These open, large, and dynamic
participation characteristics make it challenging for
newcomers to understand the norms of the crowd.
While it is important to design interactive features to
get newcomers familiar with the environment, our
study suggests the potential of utilizing the social
footprints in the environment by mining useful
information particularly useful to newcomers from the
community’s communication history.
Our study has several limitations. The performance
of the imperative detection technique was promising
but could be improved. In Mao, Mercer, and Xiao’s
evaluation [31], the authors achieved a high precision
of 0.8447 in comparison to a gold standard based on
one day of hand-coded AfD discussion. In our analysis,
a different and larger data set was analyzed and proved
more challenging. For example, in the AfD discussions
on January 16 of 2013, there were 52 extracted
imperatives, but only 26 were kept.
Because of this large dataset, we were not able to
check the recall of the tool (we would have needed to
hand code the entire corpus). Given that the tool has

used a pre-defined phrase list to match the modal verb
phrases for detecting this type of imperatives (e.g.,
You/we/I + modal verb), the larger dataset is likely to
contain more phrases that were not considered in the
list – thus the recall is expected to be smaller than
reported by [30]. In addition, the tool only focused on
detecting imperative statements. As discussed in the
introduction and the related work section, the
discussion participants can offer their suggestions and
demands through forms of directive acts other than
imperatives. Future research might improve the tool by
not only increasing accuracy of imperative detection
but also detecting other types of directive acts.
Another limitation relates to a lack of knowledge
on the writer’s background. Wikipedia is open to all
Internet users. Misuse of imperative statements in a
user’s comments may happen if the user is a non-native
English speaker or is still learning to write. We caution
researchers who rely on text analytics tools in studying
online phenomena to consider these issues in their
research.
The lack of context detection in this imperative
extraction tool is a more challenging issue. Without
knowing the anticipated “hearer” of the imperative
(i.e., the participant the suggestion/demand was made
to), and the comment(s) that triggered the writer to
write the imperative, it is easy to misinterpret the
imperatives. Our earlier idea of highlighting the
imperatives in the text offers one way to address this
limitation. More research is needed to explore how to
identify and integrate discussion context.

6. Conclusion
It is important to understand better whatever
barriers get in the way of members’ engagement and
productivity in online communities. In this research,
we approach this problem from the community
newcomer’s perspective, focusing on ways to improve
their community participation experiences and help
them to become expert sooner. More specifically, we
explored whether and how imperative statements from
the community discussions may be a source for
identifying community norms and practices, and we
situated our research in the Wikipedia’s article for
deletion (AfD) discussions. Imperatives are a particular
form of speech act that strongly suggest courses of
action. Because of their direct nature, they can function
as indicators of salient content. Our analysis of the
imperative statements in AfD discussions shows that
they do reveal norms and practices in participating in
these discussions and in evaluating Wikipedia articles,
which is what new editors need to know to become
experienced editors in this context.
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